Praise for Pure Grit
Pure Grit introduces us to individuals who have helped to redefine what
is possible. Their stories are educational, inspirational, and aspirational. This book reminds us that what makes us different is a strength
— not a liability. I highly recommend it.
—Dr. Ray Browning, co-founder and CEO of Biomotum, Inc.

Pure Grit is an authentic and raw look into the life of disability. Collison
and Buckley shine a light on the array of misconceptions that people
with physical disabilities are forced to endure, while also showcasing a
world of unlimited possibility by normalizing disability in a way that is
rarely done. The book is a must-read.
—Julie Dussliere, Chief of Paralympic Sport, U.S. Olympic & Paralympic
Committee

Pure Grit is about being determined, but also about being believed in,
taking opportunities, having and using support networks, and most
importantly, driving social change. Being visible and successful opens
a world of possibilities for those who are, and for those who are not,
disabled.
—Dr. Christine Imms, Apex Australia Chair of Neurodevelopment
and Disability, University of Melbourne, co-editor of Participation:
Optimising Outcomes in Childhood-Onset Neurodisability

Pure Grit will encourage our son to own his disability and be all that
he is meant to be. A book that also encourages us, as parents, to be bold
and brave in how we raise our children. I loved it and can see an immediate difference in how I see and respond to life’s challenges.

—Nicola Brassey, teacher and mother to a child who has cerebral
palsy, UK

The stories in Pure Grit are a testament to human achievement no
matter your ability. Sports have always been a reflection of our world,
and it speaks volumes that so many of these incredible stories are from
Paralympians and athletes around the world. An extraordinary read.
—Casey Wasserman, Chairperson, Los Angeles 202 8 Olympic and
Paralympic Games

Wonderful accounts of individual journeys, sharing unique challenges of
physical disability, fuelled by remarkable determination. The horizon of
unlimited possibilities for achievement is communicated modestly. One
can only be motivated by the unlocking of potential that is highlighted. A
compelling read with universal appeal.
—Dr. Jane Leonard, Medical Director, CRC, Dublin

Pure Grit highlights the lived experience of remarkable individuals, who
collectively demonstrate that growing up with a disability brings strength,
perspective, and resilience. Importantly, it tells these stories through the
lens of the empowerment model rather than the deficit model, demonstrating that disability is a natural, and beautiful, element of diversity
and the human experience.
—Dr. Cheri Blauwet, assistant professor of PM &R, Harvard Medical
School; Board of Directors, U.S. Olympic & Paralympic Committee and
Boston Athletic Association; retired Paralympic wheelchair racer.

This remarkable book changes my understanding of the world around me.
The personal stories are told with an honesty that gets to the nub of our
shared humanity.
—Tommie Gorman, Irish journalist who lives with cancer

The authors have a unique ability to meet the storytellers where they
are at. Every story is told with an authenticity that gives the reader an
opportunity to change the many assumptions they might hold about
disability without pushing or instructing them to do so. Each of the
nineteen stories is superb in its own right, and as a collection this book
is a joy to read.
—Rachel Byrne, Executive Director, Cerebral Palsy Foundation, New
York

Pure Grit is a compelling book that takes the reader into the hearts and
minds of some extraordinary individuals. The biographies are deeply
immersive, often very personal and engaging, yet move the reader to
reflect on how lives — who we are and where we are — are so profoundly
contingent on our relationship with each other and the culture we
inhabit.
—Dr. Emma Pullen, lecturer in sports management, Loughborough
University, UK

Inspiring! And beautifully told. Every chapter filled with a heart-warming,
life-affirming story.

—John D. Miller, former Chief Marketing Officer of NBC Sports Group

Many clinicians have recognized the value of learning from the experience
of disabled youth and adults. Pure Grit provides that information …
Interviewees recognize that parental, family and community attitudes
and the physical environment generate barriers or opportunities to fulfilment in careers and personal life. I highly recommend Pure Grit to
audiences who are rooting for diversity in all its richness as well as those
focused on health and disability studies.
—Dr. Katherine D. Seelman, professor emerita, University of Pitts
burgh; former director for U.S. National Institute on Disability,
Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research; and member of the
international panel for the WHO World Report on Disability. She has
a hearing impairment.

Pure Grit is a necessary read for anyone looking to further disability
representation in various storytelling mediums. Not only does it provide
helpful insight on how to do so, but more importantly it centers disability within a conversation about the universal truths of how to live a
purposeful and fulfilling life. Ultimately, if there is one takeaway from
this book, it is: follow your passion.
—Asalle Tanha, Director of Development, Original Series and Movies
at Cartoon Network Studios, Los Angeles

This book thoughtfully captures the breadth and diversity of disability in
a way that reminds us that disability is an important part of the human
experience. Loved the book.
–Bryan Stromer, marketing professional who lives in the U.S., and
who has cerebral palsy

This remarkable book prompts us to have courage in the pursuit of our
own dreams, and also, to have courage to support others to achieve their
life aspirations too — even when challenges are significant. Written in
an engaging and accessible format, this book will resonate with and
inspire readers, from all walks of life, around the world.
–Dr. Elaine Kinsella, lecturer in psychology, and researcher in heroism, leadership, brain injury, University of Limerick, Ireland

